Introducing
iAPPROVEAPP

TM

relationships - defined & communicated

TM

Designed expressly to aid Title IX compliance,
iAPPROVE is an iOS and Android application that
defines and communicates relationship decisions
and progressive consent for sexual relations.
iAPPROVE is a serious APP that supports
individual empowerment, Title IX compliance,
investigations and legal procedures.
For more
information visit
www.iapproveapp.com
or contact us at
info@iapproveapp.com

iAPPROVEAPP
Title IX and related laws are tough.
At risk are lives, reputation and fairness. Today, the challenges
of Title IX are amplified by social media.

Why not use everyday technology to support compliance and
create a safer, more secure and user-empowered environment?
iAPPROVE is the first iOS and Android application truly designed as a highly
interactive technology for defining, communicating and documenting
personal relationship choices and decisions.
iAPPROVE incorporates HIPPA-like security features, extensive reporting
to support Title IX compliance and a unique patent-pending user interface
that is fast, friendly, easy to navigate and fun to use!
iAPPROVE supports personal choice and consent and can aid with
compliance to Title IX, as well as compliance with California SB967 for
colleges/universities, SB695 for high schools, NY SB5965, Articles 43, 8,
0, 120 & 125 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice and is positioned to
support with potential future legislation such as US Senate Bill 590.

iAPPROVE addresses the tough questions:

How can relationship status and awareness be proven?
How can consent be given, verified and documented?
How can events, times and locations be established?
How can the parties be identified and verified?
How can impairment due to intoxication/coercion be assessed?
How can continuous progressive affirmation be proven?
How long is consent and affirmation valid?
Did all parties clearly define, communicate and understand
status, expectations and consent?
Were communications clear, accurate and acknowledged?
Were calls to STOP and calls for HELP documented?
How can personal safety be improved?

a Title IX Solution

Defining, communicating and managing personal relationships can
be challenging and emotional. A miscommunication or
misunderstanding can result in legal actions, criminal procedures,
negative press and substantial financial exposure.

iAPPROVE helps add clarity to the tough job of Title IX Administrators
iAPPROVE empowers individuals to define and establish levels,
boundaries, status, rules, consent, permissions, activities, intentions
and interactions with another person using predefined and described
terms, standardized text messages, and unique definitions all within
the security and privacy of the iAPPROVE application.

iAPPROVE users have the ability to say YES and NO, establish boundaries
and permissions that are clearly defined and immediately communicated to
partners... at their fingertips on their mobile phone!
iAPPROVE's unique design leaves no doubt as to relationship status, level
of interest, level of commitment, level of physical intimacy and level and
type of consent for relationship status, dating and sexual activity.
iAPPROVE provides users with a relationship management tool that
provides clear, concise and documented communications.
iAPPROVE supports personal safety with PANIC features, automated dialouts to law enforcement and sexual assault resources.
iAPPROVE may help reduce institutional
exposure to vicarious liability associated with
sexual assault or harassment, while
improving an organization's ability to comply
with Title IX and other regulations, processes,
law enforcement and judicial procedures.

Supporting Title IX Professionals

iAPPROVE supports Title IX Compliance Officers, HR Executives,
Personnel Managers and Investigators in meeting and satisfying
regulatory mandates, navigating today's litigious environment and aiding
investigations including criminal and civil actions.
iAPPROVE supports safe campus initiatives and supplements sexual
harassment training and assault prevention programs.
iAPPROVE supports the unique needs of the institution by helping to
address the issues of vicarious liability, timely responsiveness and
verifiable data.
Scalable for large and small institutions
Customizable for institution logo, colors and safety contacts
Provides verifiable downloads, edits and reporting
Provides data encrypted high security cloud storage
Records date, time and GPS location of events
Defines, communicates and establishes relationship status,
sexual consent status and frequency for consent
Captures cellular numbers, cell towers, locations and contacts
Records stated sobriety and state of mind status
Provides for user defined health protection requirements
Captures affirmation & acknowledgement of personal permissions
Provides progressive gradation of relationship activity/permissions
Includes safety features including panic calls to 911, friend, security
and campus or local police
Rescinds consent and provides clear notification of "NO"
Includes national and local sexual assault hot-line resources
iAPPROVE is available for licensing to colleges/universities, fraternities,
sororities and other organizations.
Contact: info@iapproveapp.com
Visit: www.iapproveapp.com
Call: 833.937.4227
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